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‘Bla Johan’
By Luigino Caliaro

Sweden’s Own
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A
lthough not one of the most famous
aircraft of W.W.II, the SAAB B 17 was
an important aircraft for the Swedish
Air Force, and the Swedish aviation

industry, as it represents the first of the
country’s own designs to be manufactured
by the new SAAB following the 1939 merger
with AB Svenska Järnvägsverkstädernas
Aeroplanavdelning (AJSA).

The SAAB 17 was originally intended as a
reconnaissance aircraft, but was later rede-
signed as a dive-bomber. Its wings were re-
inforced and, unusually, the undercarriage
was extended in a dive so as to use the gear
fairings as dive brakes. The type was built
in five variants: the S 17BL and S 17BS for
reconnaissance duties, and the B 17A, B 17B
and B 17C for bombing. The letters ‘A’, ‘B’
and ‘C’ indicated the type of engine fitted.
Due to the outbreak of W.W.II putting an end
to all imports of aircraft and engines from
the U.S., as the huge need for engines led to
an export embargo, SAAB began producing
the STWC-3 engine (a copy of the Pratt &
Whitney Twin Wasp). Despite efforts to
speed up the manufacture of the STWC-3,
regular deliveries to the Flygvapnet were
not possible until late 1943. Therefore, to
accelerate the delivery of the aircraft, some
radial engine alternatives were found in the
Bristol/Svenska Flygmotor Mercury XXIV of
890hp (664kW) and the Italian Piaggio P.XI
bis R.C.40D of 1020hp (761kW). The first
aircraft delivered - the S 17B reconaissance
variant, the float-equipped S 17BS, and the
B 17B bomber - were equipped with the
Bristol Mercury XXIV. Later, when SAAB
succeeded in obtaining a number of engines
from Italy, the Piaggios were installed in the 
B 17C version. 

The first test flight was on 18
May 1940, but many problems oc-
curred and subsequent delays
slowed the production programme.
The first B 17B was delivered to F
7 Wing in Såtenäs during the
spring of 1942. In the summer of
the same year, the first S 17BS was
delivered to F 2 Wing at Hägernäs,
while the delivery of the S 17B to F
3 Wing at Malmen commenced in
August 1942. The B 17A did not
begin active service until July
1943 when it was delivered to F 6
Wing, based at Karlsborg, and F 7
Wing at Såtenäs. The last aircraft
left the factory in October 1944.
SAAB produced 322 aircraft with 26 built
at its factory at Trollhättan (mainly the B
17A with the STWC-3 engine) and 57 (in-
cluding two prototypes) at the Linköping
plant. Of the entire production run, 58 were
built as the S 17BL and S 17BS reconais-
sance variants and 264 were bombers. Of
these, 132 were the STWC-3 powered B 17A,
55 had the Mercury XXIV, and 77 were fit-
ted with the Piaggio P.XI engine. The opera-
tional life of the type was relatively short as
it started to be replaced by jet-powered air-
craft in 1947. After retirement as combat
aircraft, eighteen B 17As were used as tar-
get towing tugs by civilian operators, 46
were sold to Ethiopia (where they were in
service until 1968), and two were sold to
Finland where they served as target tugs for
the Finnish Air Force.

The SAAB had a roomy cockpit for the crew
of two. The observer/radio operator could
slide his seat back and forth between his dif-
ferent workstations. The bomber version was 

MAIN: Airborne with the world’s only flying SAAB B 17. 
[All images Luigino Caliaro ]

TOP: Spin recovery during early testing was found to be
difficult with full control deflection required to pull the
aircraft out. The addition of a small fin under the tail, 
seen here, solved the problem.

ABOVE: The prototype was powered by a licence-built 
Bristol Mercury XII.
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equipped with two forward firing 8 mm guns
in the wings, an additional weapon for the ra-
dio operator, and a bomb load of 500kg.

To maximise the strength of the wing, it
did not have cutouts for the landing gear.
The legs were folded back and up and were
fitted with streamlined covers. The covers
were intended to be used as airbrakes dur-
ing dive-bombing, but this was no longer
necessary when the new BT2 bombsight
was introduced as it allowed the dropping of
bombs from a shallower diving angle. The
wheeled landing gear could also be replaced
with retractable skis for winter operations.
The SAAB 17 was a reliable aircraft with
quite decent performance, although it had a
tendency to ground loop on landing.

SAAB B 17A 17239
In 1997 SAAB celebrated its sixty years in
the aerospace business and decided, to ad-
equately commemorate this anniversary, to
restore to flight a B 17A owned by the Air
Force Museum

Official start-up of the project was 18 Sep-
tember 1996 and, only nine months later, on
11 June 1997, the restored aircraft took to
the sky in the hands of pilot Kjell Nord-
strom. This first flight lasted one hour and
five minutes.

The history of B 17A, serial 17239, is quite
interesting. Built at the Trollhättan factory,
it was delivered on 27 July 1943 to the 2nd
Squadron of F 7 Wing at Såtenäs. Due to the
fact that it was one of the first examples of
the B 17A delivered, it made the transfer
flight from Trollhättan with the third-built
STWC-3 engine (first production engines
were only approved for transfer flights and
not on operations). After a fifteen minute
acceptance flight, the aircraft was trans-
ferred to Såtenäs where SAAB personnel
removed the engine. That was sent back to
Trollhättan to be fitted to other B 17As wait-
ing to be transferred to the unit. The air-
craft was parked without an engine until 16
November 1944, finally entering official ac-
tive service from 1 December.

During its career, it had two accidents.
The first one, on 27 April 1945, occurred

during a landing when the aircraft stalled
due to a faulty airspeed indicator. The sec-
ond incident followed a few months later
when, during a take off, it collided with a
parked aircraft. No casualties resulted from
these accidents and, despite some major re-
pairs, the aircraft was still in service in late
November 1945. Between 15 April 1948 and
28 February 1949, ‘Blue Juliet’, as it was
known, was held in the central workshops at
Västerås for a major engine and propeller
overhaul. In autumn of the same year, it was
fitted with dual controls followed by the re-
moval of all of the armament. After being
assigned to the 3rd Sqn of the F 14 Wing at
Halmstad, on 3 July 1951, after 602 sorties
and 562 flight hours, the B 17A made its last
flight in the colours of the Flygvapnet.

After the type was retired as a combat
aircraft from the Swedish Air Force, some
were used as target towing aircraft as men-
tioned above. This aircraft was one of the
machines selected and, thus owned by the
Swedish Air Force, it used the civil registra-
tion SE-BYH and was assigned to the civil
target-towing company Svensk Flygtjänst
AB in Stockholm. It was painted in a high
visibility gloss yellow livery to suit its new
role. In November 1957, after around 600
target towing hours, it was transferred to
Firma Avia, based on Gotland Island, where
it continued flying until its retirement on 30
June 1968, having accumulated a further
1560 target towing hours.

Following its retirement as a target tug,
SE-BYH was put into storage with the Swed-
ish Air Force museum until selected to be
restored to flying condition. It was finished
in the colours and markings of ‘Bla Johan’
(‘Blue Juliet’) as worn when it was in service
with 2nd Squadron of F 7 Wing.

Flying ‘Bla Johan’
“What still amazes me”, said SAAB test pilot
Johan Sjostrandt, “after flying the B 17 for five
seasons, is the cumbersome start-up se-
quence. Compared to the jets I fly today, the
engine start requires at least twice the normal
amount of time and effort. The priming of the
carburettor has to be done in advance, andwill

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT:
The SAAB B 17 was the beginning of Sweden’s renowned 
self-sufficiency in military aircraft production.

The undercarriage was designed to be lowered for dive
bombing, with the trousered legs serving as dive brakes.
The development of the BT2 bombsight, by two Swedish 
engineers, meant much shallower dives could be
performed with even greater bombing accuracy.

Rather than being a sprightly performer, the type
proved a steady and reliable aircraft and was relatively 
easy to maintain.

During the prototype’s first flight, in the hands of test
pilot Claes Smith, the canopy blew open. Smith
managed to hang onto it, but was eventually forced to 
let it go in preparation for landing.
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lasts for 5-7 start attempts and is done while
the technicians pull the propeller through. If
the engine is cold, move the throttle up 10-15
millimetres and turn on the magnetos.

“You must be careful when selecting the
fuel tank or you may end up being presented
with a full tank indication for the entire flight,
while the other one has been drained. Pres-
surise the fuel system with the auxiliary fuel
pump, for just a second or two, and press the
button to spin the flywheel for a maximum of
twenty seconds, then pull the same button to
engage the starter. If it doesn’t fire straighta-
way, do not let go of the button, but switch
hands and start pumping fuel with the primer
pump. If it does fire, switch hands, set mix-
ture to rich and adjust throttle. Nothing like in
a jet, but charming. Set the propeller pitch to
fine. Standard run-up checks once the cylin-
der head temperature is at least 120 degrees
Celsius and the oil temp is at least 40. Open
the oil cooling valve. If the engine is hot, it ś a
different game. Systems-wise, there are al-
most none in comparison with modern jets.

“With almost no forward visibility, taxiing
the SAAB B 17 is difficult. It’s a problem, es-
pecially at the smaller air shows, as I have to
zigzag using full rudder and asymmetric
braking, and must consider the tremendous
turn radius. For the take-off I lock the tail-
wheel as the aircraft is sensitive to ground
loops. I can then apply full power, release
brakes and with full stick forward lift the
tail after just a few seconds on the move. I
start to rotate when passing 130 km/h, lift
off at 150 km/h and get the gear up. The air-
craft yaws slightly and, normally, no flaps

are used. Set climb power and then close the
engine cooling gills.

“Flying the B 17 requires large stick in-
puts, both in pitch and roll, +/- 35 centime-
tres easily. The required roll input force at
high speed is heavy and you must compen-
sate for every throttle adjustment - trim and
set cruise power, or full power for aerobat-
ics. Select right or reserve tank. The left
tank contains the reserve tank. The last
eighty litres is the reserve, so reaching this
in the left tank means the engine stops until
the reserve is selected. If flying straight and
level, pitching up or down causes the engine
to protest earlier. A roll can take ten sec-
onds to execute (in the latest generation of
fighters you could perform ten rolls in the
same time). I prefer at least 350 km/h for a
loop. The aircraft is limited to 4g to ensure
a long and happy life, but the g-meter fluctu-
ates +/-1 when pulling, so the pull up for the
loop will mean 3g. Vertical checking to the
left and right to make sure that it is straight
up and down, maintaining the line above
the runway, and nose down requires throt-
tling back so as not to over boost. The loop
radius is around 700 metres. For the dive
bombing manoeuvre from 3,000 feet, the
gear is lowered below 250 km/h, and then a
pitch down to a maximum seventy degree
dive with a limit of 450 km/h. The enormous
landing gear is a good speed brake (as they
were designed to be for the dive bombing
role). At 1000 feet, a smooth pull up into a
steep climb and, when speed drops below
250 km/h, select gear up. To execute a bar-
rel roll I have to fly level, around 350 km/h, 
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and then roll slightly left, pull up smoothly,
and start a continuous roll to the right. Ad-
just roll rate in the last ninety degrees so the
loss or gain of altitude will be insignificant.

“For landing the B 17, after a turn for down-
wind, I keep speed below 250 km/h, and get
the gear down. Select flap to fifteen degrees.
When settled, set lever in neutral or the hy-
draulic pump will seize. Open the cooling
gills. Make sure the gear is down and locked
by checking the red indicators on the top of
the wings. Turn at a speed not slower than
170 km/h, with 150-160 on final. Extend the
flaps to full down and do not forget to set the
power lever to neutral again. Speed just be-
fore touch down is 130-140 km/h. If doing a
wheel landing, power to idle, balance the air-

craft by slowly pushing the
stick forward. There is good
authority during this phase.
When you run out of speed,
lower the tail smoothly, and
stand by to compensate the
yaw tendencies when landing
in cross winds and gusts. It is
sensitive when the tail wheel
hits the ground and prop is at
idle. That is when you give the
tail wheel lock modification
some thought! Flaps up, le-
ver neutral and taxi back. Set
prop pitch to coarse, open
the side window and enjoy
the fresh air.

For the dive bombing
manoeuvre from 3,000
feet, the gear is lowered
below 250 km/h, and then 
a pitch down to a maxi-
mum seventy degree dive
with a limit of 450 km/h.

CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT:
Registered SE-BYH, the
aircraft has appeared at
airshows throughout Europe.

Swedish AF B17s in action.
The radio operator/navigator
had two workstations and
would slide his seat between
the two as needed. [SAAB]

A line up of Swedish AF Wing
F 6 aircraft based at
Karlsborg. B17 A 17281 is
closest to the camera. [SAAB]

Pilot Johan Sjostrandt

The Swedish Air Force Museum
holds two examples of the
SAAB B 17 in its collection.


